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MECHANISM OF MASS TRANSFER OF INDICATOR IONS 
TO AN OXYGEN-EVOLVING AND A HYDROGEN- 

EVOLVING ELECTRODE IN ALKALINE SOLUTION 

L. J. J. JANSSEN and E. BARENDRECHT 

Laboratory for Electrochemistry, Department of Chemistry, Eindhoven University of Technology, 
P.O. Box 516, 5600 MB Eindhoven. The Netherlands 

Abstract-A new convection-penetration model for mass transfer of indicator ions to a gas-evolving 
electrode at forced convection of solution is described theoretically. To check this model, the mass transfer 
coeficients for ferricyanide ions and ferrocyanide ions to, respectively, a hydrogen-evolving and an oxygen- 
evolving electrode in 1 M KOH and at 298 K and various bulk-solution flow velocities have been determined 
in the usual way. The average diameter, cross-section and volume of detached bubbles and the eficiency of 
gas bubble evolution, have been determined photographically, however. It has been found that the mass 
transfer of indicator ions to a gas-evolving electrode can be described well by the new model. The 
contribution of an oxygen bubble departing from the electrode surface to the mass transfer is much greater 
than the contribution of a departing hydrogen bubble. 

NOMENCLATURE 

proportional factor 
average cross-section of detached bubbles; bubble 
cross-section (m*) 
surface area of electrode (m2) 
concentration of species i in bulk of solution 
(mol mm3) 
bubble density of sites from which bubbles depart 
(m-Y 
diffusion coeRcicnt of species i (ml s- ‘) 
electrode potential us see (V) 
= 96.487 x IO6 C kmol-‘, Faraday constant 
slope Of log &d/log i curve 
electric current density (kA m-‘) 
electric current &A) 
mass transfer coefficient of the indicator ion i 
(ms-‘) 
mass transfer coefficient of the indicator ion i in 
absence of forced convection or in a convectionless 
solution (ms-‘) 
mass transfer coefficient of the indicator ion i 
obtained by extrapolation of k,/i curve (ms-‘) 
mass transfer coefficient of the indicator ion i at 
forced convection in absence ofgas bubble evolution 
(ms-‘) 
mass transfer coefficient of the indicator ion i in 
convectionless conditions for the part of electrode 
surface from which a bubble had departed (m s-‘) 
average value of k: for period td (ms- ‘) 
mass transfer coefficient of the indicator ion i at 
forced convection for the part of electrode surface 
from which a bubble had departed (ms-‘) 
average value of k,, , for period I, (m s- ‘) 
average value of k;., for period t., (m s-l) 
mass flux density of the indicator ion i (mol m- * s- ‘) 
number of detached bubbles per unit surface area 
and time (crn-‘~-~) 
number of bubbles on a picture or on a part of a 
moving film (1) 
number ofelectrons, involved in the reaction to form 
one molecule of a species (1) 
a proportional factor 

average radius of departed bubbles; bubble radius 
(m) 
radius of the departed bubble i (m) 
maximum radius of departed bubble (m) 
Sauter bubble radius; R,J = 3 V,/4A, (m) 
fraction of electrode surface coming into contact 
with fresh bulk electrolyte in period td (1) 
time (s) 
bubble cycle time (s) 
time DJkkf. i (S) 
temperature (K) 
absolute rising velocity of bubble (m s-l) 
volumetric gas production rate (m s - ‘) 
volumetric production rate of gas bubbles (m s-‘) 
volumetric production rate of gas bubbles when all 
the gas is evolved as bubbles (m s- ‘) 
solution flow velocity (ms-I) 
average volume of departed bubbles; bubble volume 
(m3) 
volume of 1 mol gas; 24.4~ toe3 m3 at 298 K 
(m3mol-‘} 
efficiency of gas bubble evolution (%) 

Subscripts 

; 
average value 
bubbles 

d detached bubble 
e electrode; extrapolated 

i 
forced convection 
ferricyanide ion 

IO ferrocyanide ion 
Q 
H Grogen 
i indicator ion i 
?n maximum 
0 oxygen 
s solution 

1. INTRODUCIION 

Mass transfer at gas-evolving electrodes has been 
studied extensively over the last twenty years because 
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of its great importance in various industrial processes, 
eg chlorine, aluminium and zinc electrolysis. In par- 
ticular, the mass transfer of indicator ions to a gas- 
evolving electrode at natural convection has been 
thoroughly investigated and various mass transfer 
models are available[ l-61. 

Up till now, a model describing the mass transfer of 
indicator ions to a gas-evolving electrode at forced con- 
vection of bulk solution has not been presented in the 
literature. However, some empirical correlationsC7, S] 
to calculate the mass transfer coefficient k for a gas- 
evolving electrode at forced convection of bulk sol- 
ution are given. The simplest correlation has been 
proposed by Beck[7], viz. 

k = k,+k” 

where k, is the mass transfer coefficient for hydro- 
dynamic flow without the presence of bubbles; k” is the 
mass transfer coefficient for a gas-evolving electrode 
under natural convection conditions. 

The main purpose of this study is to elucidate a 
mode1 for the mass transfer of indicator ions to a gas- 
evolving electrode with superposition of hydrody- 
namic flow of solution. The proposed model is a 
modification of the coalescence model given by 
Ianssen and van Stralen[4]. To check the modified 
model, it is necessary to determine some parameters 
characterizing detaching bubbles,and to determine the 
fraction of the gas formed which departs from the 
electrode surface in the form of bubbles. This fraction is 
called the efficiency of gas evolution[9]. 

So far, no experimental data on the efficiency of gas 
evolution are available and only some calculated 
results have been reported[9]. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2&l. Determination of parameters of detached bubbles 
and eficiency- of gas evolution 

2.1.1. Electrolytic cell and circuit. The electrolytic 
cell used in the optical experiments is sketched in 
Fig. 1. The working-electrode compartment and the 
two counter-electrode compartments are separated by 
porous glass diaphragms. The main part of the 
workingelectrode compartment consists of a square 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of electrolytic cell and solution 
circuit for optical experiments. 

tub with an inner cross-section of 10 x 10 mm* and a 
length of about 1OOmm. 

The thermostatted solution was pumped through 
the working-electrode compartment; its volumetric 
flow rate was measured with a calibrated flowmeter 
(Fischer and Porter Tube: 3 F-3/8-25-5, Float CD-38, 
float material: glass density 2.28 gem- 3). This solution 
was saturated with oxygen or hydrogen, respectively, 
when oxygen or hydrogen experiments were carried 
out. 

Special care was taken to prevent the presence of gas 
bubbles in the solution at the entrance of the working- 
electrode compartment. The temperature of the sol- 
ution in the working-electrode compartment was kept 
on 298 K. To prevent soiution-flow instabilities and 
obtain a parallel solution Row, a grid was placed in the 
lowest part of the cell. Gas evolved at the counter 
electrodes left the cell via special valves. 

The working electrode was a nickel wire 0.5 mm in 
diameter and 5.45mm in length. This electrode was 
placed vertically in the middle of the tub opposite the 
glass diaphragms. Two platinum plates 30mm’ each 
were used as the counter electrodes. The current has 
been adjusted galvanostatically. A 1 M KOH solution 
was used as electrolyte for all experiments, 

After a pre-electrolysis of 1.5 hat the highest current 
in the series of experiments, experiments were carried 
out at decreasing current density. Four different 
solution-flow velocities, viz. 0.12, 0.09, 0.06 and 
0.04m~-~ were used for oxygen evolution and only 
one, ie 0.12 m s - 1 for hydrogen evolution. 

2.1.2. Optical measurements. Against-the-light 
photography has been used to show the hydrogen and 
oxygen bubbles just above the working electrode. The 
experimental set-up used is practically the same as 
described in the literature( 10, 161. 

The bubbles were pictured by either photographs or 
moving films. The photographs were taken with a still 
camera. In this case a nanolite flashlight with a flash 
time of approximately 20 ns was used to take sharp 
pictures of the moving bubbles. 

The film was taken with a high-speed film camera 
(Hitachi, type NAC 16D) with a picture frequency of 
3000 frames per second to obtain sharply pictured 
bubbles. 

Bubbles moving through a region, the lower edge of 
which is situated about 1 mm above the top of the test 
electrode, were pictured in all optical experiments. 

No bubbles rose outside the pictured region, which 
is 0.7 1 mm in width and 0.47 mm in height for the film. 
For the photograph the width is 1.46mm and the 
height 0.97 mm. Moreover, the depth of sharpness of 
the pictured region was sufficient to picture all the 
bubbles present in this region sharply. The photo- 
graphs and the single films were analyzed as described 
in the literature[lO, 161. 

The high-speed films showed that the velocity of 
pictured bubbles was not equal to that of the flow of 
the bulk solution. Consequently, the single photo- 
graph experiments are not useful in determining the 
efficiency of gas evolution. 

To obtain the volumetric rate of gas-bubble evol- 
ution, the diameter of each bubble moving across a 
hxed straight on the film pictures, taken during a fixed 
time, was measured. 
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The measured bubbles in these pictures, about 100 
to 200, were also used to determine the bubble 
parameters. These parameters were also obtained from 
the bubbles shown on five photographs. In this case the 
diameter of about 30 bubbles was measured. 

2.2. Determination of rate of mass transfir at jorced 
convection 

2.2.1. Electrolytic cell and electrolyte circuits. The 
electrolytic cell used for all mass transfer experiments 
is a two-compartment acrylate cell, the compartments 
being separated by an ion-exchange membrane 
(Nation, type 427). parts of the electrolytic cell are 
schematically shown in Fig. 2. The inner dimensions of 
both compartments are the same: height lOOmm, 
width 30mm and depth, the distance from the mem- 
brane to the inner back-wall of the rectangular com- 
partment, 10mm. In each compartment the solution 
inlet and outlet are at the bottom and top, respectively. 
An acrylate support of the working electrode was 
placed in the working-electrode compartment, so that 
the cross-section of solution flow at the level of the 
working electrode was 100 mm’ and the distance from 
the working electrode to the membrane 7.5 mm. The 
working electrode was 8.0 mm in width and 60 mm in 
height; it was insulated at the rear. The counter 
electrode, made of Veto gauze, had the same geometri- 
cal dimensions and was pressed against the membrane 
just opposite the working electrode. 

Solution circuits similar to the one schematically 
represented in Fig. 1 were used for both compartments 
of the call. The size of the solution reservoir was 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagramof electrolytic cell for mass trans- 
fer experiments. 1, Cross-section A-B of working electrode 
compartment. 2, Top view of electrode support. 3, Cross- 
section A-B of counter electrode compartment. 4, Top view 

of counter electrode compartment. 

sufficient to allow all bubbles to escape from the 
circulating solution. For bulk-solution-flow velocities 
higher than 0.12 m s-r the CD-38 float was replaced by 
a SS-38 float of stainless steel with a density of 
8.02gcrn3. 

2.2.2. Electrolyte, analysis and procedure. A 
1 M KOH solution was used as supporting electrolyte 
for all experiments. To determine the mass transfer 
coefficients for the oxygen-evolving electrode and the 
hydrogen-evolving electrode, respectively, K,Fe(CN), 
and K,Fe(CN),. were added to the supporting elec- 
trolyte[l 13. At the beginning of a series of experiments 
the concentration of the indicator ion was about 
O.O5M, unless otherwise stated. The quantity of 
Fe(CN)z _ formed during the oxygen evolution was 
determined iodometrically and the quantity of 
Fe(CN)z- formed during the hydrogen evolution was 
obtwned by titration with Ce4+[ 121. 

The rate of mass transfer was determined for series 
of experiments in sequence of decreasing current 
density at constant solution-flow velocity or increasing 
solution-flow velocity at constant current density. 

The following procedure was usually applied. 
Before each series of experiments the working elec- 
trode was polarized in the supporting electrolyte for 
60min at the highest current density of the projected 
series of experiments, unless otherwise stated. After 
this pre-electrolysis and, without current switch-off, a 
calculated quantity of solution containing 1 M KOH 
and 1 M K,Fe(CN), or 1 M K,Fe(CN), was added to 
the working-electrode compartment to obtain a 
K,Fe(CN), concentration of 0.05 M. 

As soon as the solution was homogeneous, a 25 cm3 
sample of solution was taken and analysed. After a 
polarization time of 20min the next projected current 
in the series of experiments was adjusted and a 25 cm3 
sample was taken again. The same procedure was 
applied for the subsequent currents in the series of 
experiments. No current interruption occurred during 
the whole series of experiments. The series of experi- 
ments with various solution-flow velocities were car- 
ried out analogously. 

The maximum decrease in K,Fe(CN), or 
K,Fe(CN), concentration for an experiment in a series 
was about 6”i0. Moreover, during a series of exper- 
iments, the volume of the solution in the working- 
electrode compartment became smaller because of 
sample taking. Both effects were corrected for. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Parameters characterizing the behaviour of de- 
tached bubbles 

In order to characterize the bubble behaviour, the 
following parameters have been determined from 
pictures with n bubbles of a certain region just above 
the top of the working electrode: 

Ed, I : radius of bubble I 

Ri : bubble radius; R, = k R,,i/n 
i=l 

A, : bubble cross-section; A, = 5 xR: i/n 
i=l 
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Vd : bubble volume; V,= i 4/3xR&/n 
i=l 

R d_, : maximum of RdTi 

&.d : Sauter bubble radius; RS,I = 3 V,,/ 4A,. 

X1.1. Oxygen bubbles. The Sauter bubble radius is 
shown as a function of current density i, at various 
bulk-solution-flow velocities in Fig. 3 for the photo- 
graphic method and in Fig. 4 for the high-speed 
moving film method. Both optical methods give practi- 
cally the same results. The slight differences in R,,, are 
not caused by the difference in experimental technrque 
but by a difference in nature of the electrode surface for 
the series of experiments. It is well known that, in 
particular, nucleation properties of an electrode sur- 
face are very sensitive to pre-treatment or history of 
that surface. 

In Fig. 3 only two curves have been drawn; one for 
the results at u, = 0.12 m sP1 and the other for those at 
the other three solution flow velocities. Because of the 
small number of experimental results and the slight 
differences for the four solution-flow velocities, only 
one curve has been drawn in Fig, 4. Figures 3 and 4 
show that logRS,d increases linearly with increasing 
log io up to about i. = 2kA m-’ and more slowly at 
higher current densities io. The slope hR s of the 
log Rs,d/log i. curve is 0.41 at uI = 0.12 m s ’ and 0.37 
at lower solution-flow velocities. 

It has been found that the log R,/logio, 
log R,,,/log io, log&/log i. and log V,/log i, curves 
are linear. Their resptive slopes hR, h+, hA and k yare 
independent of the bulk solution flow velocity u,. For 
the photographic method the following relations for 
R,, R,g,, A, and V, at v, = 0.12msC’ have been 
obtained: 

R d = 2.6 x 10m5i&44m * &,m = 22 x lop5 isZ8 m 9 
Ad = 2.4 x 10m9 ig-” m* 

and V, = 1.2 x lo-l3 ihzl m3, 

where i is given in kA m-*. The estimate inaccuracy of 
the exponents of i is about 5%. 

High-speed films showed that at U, = 0.12 m s I the 
bubble velocity vb increases from 0.045 to 0.075 ms-l 
at an increase in current density from 0.1 to 10 kA m-‘. 
At v, = O.O4ms-’ the bubble velocity vb was higher 
than v, at i. from 1 to 10 kAm_’ and lower at io 
= 0.1 kAm_‘. Moreover, it has been found that at a 
constant current density and bulk solution flow, the 
bubble velocity is almost independent of bubble size, 
despite a large difference in bubble size. The diameter 
of the detached bubbles lies between 50 and 120~ at 
i, = lOkAm-* and v, = 0.12ms-‘. 

3.1.2. Hydrogen bubbles. Pictures of detached 
hydrogen bubbles were made for only one optical 
technique, uiz the high-speed film method and for only 
one bulk-solution-flow velbcity, viz 0.12 m s - I. 

The Sauter bubble radius is plotted as a function of 
current density i,, on double logarithmic scale in Fig. 
5. This figure shows that R,,, increases at a decreasing 
rate with increasing current density. In the current 
density range from 0.1 to 1 kAm’, the experimental 
results can also be described by a straight line with a 
slope hR.S of about 0.25. It has also been found that 
log R,, log R,,,, log A, and log V, increase linearly 
with increasing logi,. The slopes h,, hR,,,, k, and h, 
are, respectively, 0.27,0.25,0&t and 0.97. The estimate 
inaccuracy of these slopes isabout 5 %. The parameters 
R,, Rd.,, A, and V, are given by the following 
relations: R,=29x10-5i$27m R d m = 7.5 
x 10W5 i&25 m, A, = ‘4.5 x 10mg iz6’ A2 and k, = 3.0 
x 10-L3ih97m3 were iH is given in kAm-*. 

3.2. Eficiencp ofgas evolution 

The volumetric rate v~,~ of gas evolution has been 
determined from high-speed films. The efficiency of gas 
evoIution qs = ~OOU,,~/U,” is calculated. From this rate 
and the theoretical one, r;iz L$ = nFi, V, where V, is 

Fig. 3. Sauter bubble radius, determined by the photographic method, as a function of current density for 
oxygen evolution on a nickel electrode in 1 M KOH and at 298 K and various bulk-solution-flow velocites c;, . 
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. RS d x105,m 

Fig. 4. Sawer bubble radius, determined by the high speed film method, as a function of current density for 
oxygen evolution on a nickel electrode in 1 M KOH and at 298 K and various bulk-solution-flow velocities 

Fig. 5. Sauter bubble radius, determined by the high speed film method, as a function of current density for 
hydrogen evolution on a nickel electrode in 1 M KOH and at 298 K and at a bulk-solution-flow velocity of 

O.lZms-‘. 

the volume of 1 mol gas ( VM = 24.4 x 10e3 m3 mol- ’ 
at 298K). 

In Fig. 6 qe has been given as a function of current 
density io at various velocities of bulk-solution flow. 
The results of Fig. 6 are remarkable; only about half of 
the oxygen formed is evolved in the form of bubbles 
and the other part is transported in the dissolved state 
from the electrode surface. 

Figure 7 shows the efficiency of gas evolution as a 
function of current density iH at U, = O.l2ms-‘. 
Taking experimental inaccuracy into account, it is 
likely that )I~ is practically constant, ie 75”/,, in the 
current density range from 0.05 to 1.0 kA mm’. 
Figures 6 and 7 show that qts for hydrogen is clearly 
higher than ‘I# for oxygen. 

3.3. Mass transfer coejicient 
The redox couple Fe(CN)z-/Fe(CN)z- is very 

useful in determining the mass transfer coefficient 
ki for the hydrogen-evolving electrode at iH > 
‘v 0mAcm-2 as well as for the oxygen-evolving 
electrode at io z = 10mAcm-z[13], since under 
these conditions the concentration of the indicator ion 
at the surface of the gas-evolving electrode is practi- 
cally zero. 

In this case, the mass transfer coefficient ki of 
indicator ion i to a gas-evolving electrode is calculated 
with the well known equation 

ki = m,/A,ci, 
where mi is the rate of oxidation or reduction of 
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s,mr-’ 
P 0.04 
* 0.06 
0 0.09 
- 0.1 2 

O-l 
0 2 4 6 8 

i0,kAm’2 
10 

Fig. 6. Efficiency ofgas bubble evolution asa function of io for oxygen evolution on a nickel electrode in 1 M 
KOH and at 298K and various bulk-solution-flow velocities sS. 

60- 

0.4 Q6 OS 
iH ,kAms2 

Fig. 7. Ethciency of gas bubble evolution as a function of current density for hydrogen evolution on a nickel 
electrode in 1 M KOH and at 298 K and a bulk-solution-flow velocity of 0.12 m s- ‘. 

indicator ions, A, is the electrode surface area and ci is 
the concentration ofthe indicator ion in the hulk of the 
solution. 

In the calculation of ki, the average concentration of 
the indicator ion during the experiment was used. 

The current for formation of oxygen or hydrogen io 
or in = i -ii where i is the adjusted current density and 
ii is the current density for the oxidation or reduction 
of indicator ions. The current density ii = nFmi. 

3.3.1. Oxygen-evolving electrode. To determine 
the dependence of k,, on io, mass transfer experiments 
were also carried out up to about 10 kA m -‘. It has 

been found that k 
toO.l2ms-‘and 

- k, Ia + PO i“.” for v, from 0.04 
LI, i is higher than k, I,, , where k, f. 

is the mass transfer coefficient for Fe(CN):- at forced 
convection and without gas evolution. Moreover, po 
decreases with increasing 0,. The mass transfer coef- 
ficient k,, is given in Fig. 8 as a function of iga5 for an 
oxygen-evolving nickel electrode in 1 M KOH as sup- 
porting electrolyte, at 298 K and various 0,. The results 
at io = OkAm-’ were obtained from experiments by 
measuring the current of Fe(CN)z- reduction at a 
potential of 450 mV us see. At this potential the limiting 
current for oxidation of Fe(CN)4- was 

Linear extrapolation of a k,, /i@s 
obtained. 

curve gives k,, at 
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0.3Oms-1 

0.1 2 m s-l 

O.O6ms? 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2D 
.0.85 >ckAm Z10.B5 
‘0 

Fig. 8. Mass transfer coefficient for Fe(CN);t- to an oxygen-evolving nickel electrode in 1 M KOH and at 
298K and three different bulk-solution velocities is plotted US the current density of oxygen evolution. 

0.30 ms-l 

0 
0 Q2 0.4 o-6 0.6 

iH ,kAm-2 
IO 

Fig 9. Mass transfer coefficient for Fe(CN)z- to a hydrogen-evolving nickel electrode in 1 M KOH and at 
29gK and two different bulk-solution flow velocities e, is plotted vs the current density of hydrogen 

evolution. 

i0 = OkAm-‘, denoted by k,,f,. Figure 8 shows that 
k =,Jq is larger than k,,,. 

3.3.2. Hydrogen-evolving electrode. Figure 9 
shows the mass transfer coefficient k,, as a function of 
i” for a hydrogen-evolving electrode in 1 M KOH as 
supporting electrolyte, at 298 IS and two different flow 
velocities_ The mass transfer coefficient k,.,, was 
determined by measuring the current at a working 

electrode potential of - 0.5 V. From Fig. 9 it follows 
that the slight increase in k, is proportional to in. 
Linear extrapolation of the straight lines of Fig. 9 gives 
k,,,,. Figure 9 shows that both velocities of solution 
flow k,.,i are clearly higher than k,./,.. To check the 
relation between kIi and in, represented in Fig. 9, mass 
transfer experiments were also carried out at up to iH is 
about 10kAm-2. It has been found that kfi = k,,,i 
+ pH iH and Pn decreases wtth inCT’eaSing iH_ 
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4. THEORY 

The rate of mass transfer of indicator ions to a gas- 
evolving electrode is described by a new model. In this 
model only the detaching bubbles are taken into 
consideration. This means that the adhered bubbles 
have no influence upon the rate of mass transfer. 

The formation, growth and detachment of a bubble 
on a site of the electrode surface require a time td. On 
the same site this phenomenon is constantly repeated. 
When bubble departs from a site on the electrode 
surface, it is assumed that an electrode surface area of 
adAd comes into contact with fresh bulk electrolyte 
having the bulk concentration of indicator ions, ci. 
where A, is the cross-section of a detached bubble and 
a, is a constant factor. 

To calculate the mass transfer coefficient the follow- 
ing additional simplifications are still made: 
-the radius, the cross-section and the volume of all 

detached bubbles are constant and, respectively, Rdr 
A,, and V,; 

-the distribution of the bubble-depart sites across the 
electrode surface is uniform; 

-the bubble cycle time cd is equal for all electrode 
sites; 

-the detaching and rising bubbles induce no solution 
flow except the flow necessary for refreshment of 
solution at the electrode surface. 

From the rate of volumetric gas bubble formation per 
unit surface area, u~,~, and the volume V, of a detached 
bubble it follows that the number of detached bubbles 
per unit surface area and time 

N = rg.b/ Vd. (1) 
Since the density of sites from which bubbles depart, 
d = Nr,, the fraction of electrode surface coming into 
contact with fresh bulk electrolyte in period rd is given 
by 

s = Nt,a,A,. (2) 
In the absence of migration and convection, the 

mass transfer coefficient for indicator ions can be 
obtained by so-called semi-infinite linear diffusion at a 
plane electrode. 

The mass transfer coefficient for indicators, ki, can 
be derived from the well known relation for the rate of 
mass transfer. It can be shown that 

ki = ~,!~2/n”2r”2, (3) 
where t is the time passed after detachment of a bubble. 
At f = 0 the concentration of indicator ions does not 
depend on the distance from the electrode surface. 

For the fractions of the electrode surface coming 
into contact with fresh bulk electrolyte after detach- 
ment of bubbles, the average mass transfer coefficient 
for indicator ions, k;, in the period td is 

kj!_ = 1 c cl 
k: dt. 

td J o 
After introduction of Equation (3) into Equation (4) 
and after integration of theresulting integral it is found 
that 

(5) 

Since in a conveetionless solution the mass transfer 
coefficient for the uncovered fraction 1 --s of the 
electrode surface not coming into contact with fresh 
solution is zero, the total mass transfer coefficient ko 
for a gas-evolving electrode in a convectionless soluton 

k: = k;.,s. (6) 

From Equations (l), (2) and (6) it follows that 
kP = 20,&u, bD!‘zt:‘Z . I lx 1’2 v,. (7) 

From relations (1) (2) and (7) it can be shown that 
kf = 2adA,D!/3v~,‘~d112/~‘/2V~i2. (8) 

The mass transfer coefficient for indicator ions to a 
gas-evolving electrode in a convectionless solution is 
described by Equations (7) as well as by Equation (8). 

The effect of forced convection on mass transfer 
coefficient is discussed in the next section. 

For a bubble-free electrode surface under forced 
convection the mass transfer coefficient is given by k,. 
Consequently, for the fraction 1 -s of the electrode 
surface not in contact with fresh bulk electrolyte the 
mass transfer coefficient is equal to k,. 

For the fraction s ofelectrode surfacein contact with 
fresh bulk solution, the calculation of the average mass 
transfer coefficient is complicated. During the bubble 
cycle the mass transfer coefficient is greater than kJ- 
directly after bubble detachment and becomes equal to 
k, after a certain time t,. 

The solution in the diffusion layer is regarded as a 
convcctionless solution. 

The mass transfer coefficient, directly after bubble 
detachment, is equal to ki. Since k; at t, is equal to k,, 
it can be shown that 

tt = DJxk;. (9) 
The bubble cycle time td is divided into two parts, uiz f, 
and td-tl. 

For the fraction s of the electrode surface and 
assuming the bubble cycle time is greater than t, , the 
mass transfer coefficient during time t, - ci is given by 
k, and the average one during time t, by 

kj>,s, = $ 
s 

2, 
k:dt. (101 

0 
By substitution of k: by Equation (3) into Equation 
(10) and after integration it follows that 

kj,i,, = 2D~‘2/n”2t:‘2. (11) 

The mass transfer coefficient averaged over one 
bubble cycle 

kji,o* = 
k;,i,.h +k,ki--t,) (12) 

fd 
From Equations (9) (11) and (12) it is found that 

(13) 

The total mass transfer coefficient for a gas-evolving 
electrode under forced convection is 

k, = k,(l -s)+k&.s. (141 
From Equations (13) and (14) it follows that 

D,S 
ki = k, + - 

zkftd 
(15) 
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and from Equations (l), (2) and (14) that 

(16) 

The first term of Equation (16) incorporates the mass 
transfer at forced convection and in the absence of gas 
bubble formation; the second term gives the contri- 
bution caused by detached bubbles. 

In the next discussion, it is assumed that i, > t,,. 
Since, in this case ki,,+ = k>,i=,, the mass transfer 
coefficient k, is given by 

ki = k,,i(l -s) + k;,i,Ps. (17) 
When the first term of Equation (17) is much smaller 
than the second one, then 

ki = k;,i.,. (18) 

From Equations (I), (2X (I 1) and (18) and substituting 
t, of Equation (I 1) by td it follows that 

(19) 

Comparing Equations (19) and (8) shows that, in this 
case, the relations for ki and kp are equal. 

5. DISCUSSION 

5.1. Behaviour of detached bubbles 

The size of a bubble at the moment of departure 
from the electrode surface is less than that of rising 
bubbles when coalescence of detached bubbles occurs. 
Coalescence of detached bubbles is affected by various 
factors, eg bubble density, solution flow velocity, 
length of bubble trajectory in the electrolytic cell and 
the nature of gas and solution. The literature on 
electrochemically formed gas bubbles has been re- 
cently reviewed by Vogt[ 141. 

Results on the behaviour of oxygen as well as 
hydrogen bubbles formed during electrolysis at forced 
convection have already been published[lO, 15,163. 

The average radii for oxygen as well as hydrogen 
detached bubbles are proportional to, respectively, 
Iti .’ 44 and ii2’ (Sections 3.1.1. and 31.2). Both depen- 
dences are clearly greater than those found by 
Bongenaar et al.[lS]. They determined the radius of 
bubbles at the outlet of an electrolysis cell with a 50- 
cm-high working electrode in 30wt “/, KOH at a 
temperature of 353K and solution flow velocity of 
OSms-‘. 

The experimental conditions in this investigation, 
however, deviate strongly from those used in[ 15, 161, 
so that only a qualitative agreement might be expected. 

Since bubbles present in the solution just above the 
top of the working electrode were pictured, and also 
the low height of the working electrode, oiz 5.45 mm, it 
is likely that coalescence of bubbles rising in the 
solution will not have a signscant effect on experimen- 
tal bubble size. 

The oxygen bubbles, formed by coalescence of 
bubbles which had adhered to the electrode surface, 
jumped perpendicularly from the electrode surface[4]. 

The density of rising oxygen bubbles in the solution 
near the electrode surface is relatively low, since no 
layer of free oxygen bubbles glides over the layer of 

attached oxygen bubbles[16]. At the hydrogen- 
evolving electrode bubbles glide over the layer of 
attached hydrogen bubbles. It is well known, that in 
alkaline solution, hydrogen bubbles do not coalesce as 
easily as oxygen bubbles do. Consequently, the bubble 
size determined in this investigation is almost equal to 
that for the bubbles departing from the electrode 
surface. Obviously, coalescence of attached bubbles 
can affect the experimental results strongly. 

5.2. Eficiency of gas evoZution 

The efficiency of gas evolution is much higher for the 
hydrogen-evolving electrode than for the oxygen- 
evolving electrode (Figs 6 and 7). The calculated 
efficiency of gas evolution given in[9] is very much less 
than the experimental results given in Fig. 7. 
Additional experiments are necessary to obtain more 
accurate results. 

It is likely that the efficiency of gas evolution 
determined from pictures just above the top of the 
working electrode, is less than that for the working 
electrode because of gas absorption by bubbles rising 
from the supersaturated solution near the gas-evolving 
electrode. Assuming a negligible difference in both 
efficiencies, the supersaturation of gas at the gas- 
evolving electrode can be calculated when the mass 
transfer coefficient for the dissolved gas is well known. 
Assuming that k for the gas-evolving cylindrical elec- 
trode used in measuring the efficiency of gas evolution 
is equal to the gas-evolving flat-plate electrode 
then, using DH = 3.0 x 10-9m2s-‘[17], Do = 1.59 
x 1o-9 m2s-‘[18], D,i = 7.9 x 10-‘“m2s-‘, D,, 
= 7.0 x 10~10m2s~‘[11] and the relations k, 
= (D,,/Dfi)‘12kli and k, = (Do/Df,)“2k,,, it can be 
calculated that the hydrogen supersaturation of the 
solution at a hydrogen-evolving electrode in 1 M KOH 
andat 1 kAme2andu, = O.l2ms-‘isequalto25mM 
and the oxygen supersaturation of the solution at an 
oxygen-evolving electrode in 1 M KOH and at 
1 kAmw2 and U. = O.l2ms-’ is 23 mM. This result 
agrees very weli with that obtained with a rotating 
ring-cone electrode[ 191. 

5.3. Mass transfer at yus-evaiving rleclrode 
Gas bubble evolution at an electrode causes solution 

flow near the electrode surface. For a hydrogen- 
evolving electrode in alkaline solution, the hydro- 
dynamic model was proposed to describe the mass 
transfer of indicator ions[5]. In this model, the effect of 
the solution flow induced by bubbles is taken into 
account exclusively. It is likely that this effect is 
reduced at increasing velocity of forced solution flow. 

Gas bubbles formed at an electrode block the 
current passage for a part of the electrode surface 
during their attachment and impede the mass transfer 
of indicator ions to the electrode surface. After detach- 
ment, the space which had been occupied by the 
detached bubbles is filled up with solution. In the 
coalescence model used to describe the mass transfer of 
indicator ions to an oxygen-evolving electrode in 
alkaline solution[4], it is assumed that this solution 
has the composition of bulk solution. The solution 
flow needed to fill up the space occupied by detached 
bubbles is considered as a solution flow, the velocity of 
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which has no direct effect on the rate of mass transfer. 
The bubble density d has to be used to calculate td. 

Unfortunately, this factor is unknown. For the sake of 
reliability it is assumed that t, < t, if k < 3k,, in the 
case that k, = k in the absence of bubble formation 
and has been obtained by extrapolation of the k/i 
curve. Consequently, relation (16) is only used at 
relatively low values of k, viz k -=z 3k.. 

It is assumed in the following sections that the 
experimental results obtained for the wire electrode 
can be used to elucidate the mass transfer measure- 
ments for the rectangular plate electrode. 

5.3. I. Oxygen-evolving electrode. From Figs 4 and 
6, the factor D,,A,v,,,/xV, at v, = O.l2ms-’ and at 
various i. can be determined when it is taken into 
consideration that RS,B = 3Vd/4Ad, v,,~ = qsvz and v,” 
= io Vndj4F. 

Since VM = 24.5 x 10~3m3mol-1 it follows that at 
298K no = 0.634 x 10-4ioms-’ where i, is given in 
kAm_! 

It has been found that, for the oxygen-evolving 
electrode at v, = 0.06 and 0.12ms-‘, kc.,, is higher 
than k-r,s,. This means that the effect of the hydro- 
dynamic convection of solution which occurs at very 
low current densities, viz -=z 0.05 kAm_‘, has to be 
taken into account. To verify the proposed model, kevf, 
has to b-e used. 

For an oxygen-evolving electrode the factor (k,, 
-ke,~.P,,fo is plotted us DfoAdug,J~V,, in Fig. 10. 
The experimental results are scattered around a 
straight line with a slope u&o of 1.7. This means that 
the refreshment mechanism is very effective in enhanc- 
ing the mass transfer of indicator ions to the surface of 
an oxygen-evolving electrode. 

For the oxygen-evolving electrode, the hydrody- 
namic mechanism is of still less importance in this case, 
because of the behaviour of detaching oxygen bubbles. 
These bubbles jump perpendicularly from the elec- 
trode surface and cause only a weak vertical hydro- 

(%ke,t* %Qo x10 
10, m2s-2 

dynamic flow of solution near the electrode surface. 
The detached rising oxygen bubbles do not form a 
curtain near the electrode surface as the detached rising 
hydrogen bubbles do. 

Assuming tl > td at io > 1 kA m-‘, the mass 
transfer coefficient is then given by Equation (19). 
From Equation (19) it can be- deduced that 
d = V~k$/4ajA~Df0q,+ The bubble density d is 
calculated at various i. and at u, = O.l2ms-‘. 

Using the mass transfer coefficient kf,, oiz 14 
x IO-‘, 9.5 x lo-’ and 3.6 x 10P5ms-’ for, respect- 

ively i. = 10, 5 and 1 kAm-*, D,, = 7.0 
x 10-iom2s-i[f1], adO= 1.7 (Section 5.3.1), u#,~ 
= 0.634 x 10-4f&,ms-“, Ad = 2 4 x 10T9 i”.85 m2 
(Section 3.14)and V, = 1.2 x 10-‘3i~Z1m3wh~eiois 
given in kA m - ’ it was calculated that do = 1.18 x 1 O*, 
1.58 x lo* and 2.60 x 108m-’ for, respectively io 
= 10, 5 and 1 kA m- *. In this case, do is proportional 
to Go.=. 

When d is taken as A; ‘, it can be shown that in that 
case do = 0.59 x 108, 1.06 x 10’ and 4.16x 108m-2 
for, respectively io = 10,5 and that 1 kA mm2 and do is 
proportional to io”.9. Comparing both series of do, it 
follows that the order of their magnitude is the same 
but that their dependence on i. differs strongly. 

The density of bubbles present on the electrode 
surface is proportional to about ig’[lO]. In particular, 
it was found that an increasing number of attached 
bubbles are small ones. 

A great part of these small bubbles coalesce. without 
forming detached bubbles. Consequently, it is likely 
that these small bubbles can be left out of considera- 
tion in describing the mass transfer of indicator ions to 
a gas-evolving electrode. 

From the preceding discussion it can be concluded 
that the new model can describe the mass transfer of 
indicator ions to an oxygen-evolving electrode at 
forced as well as at natural convection. In the latter 
case, some effect of hydrodynamic flow of solution will 
also occur at low current densities. 

0 0.12ms’* 

A 0.06ms1 

0 1 2 3 

~D&,v~,~““~ 1x10 ‘0,m2*-2 

Fig. 10. The factor (k,, - k.,,,)ke,lo is plotted DS D,.&l;,.,/lr V, for an oxygen-evolving nickel electrode in 
I M KOH and al 298 K and two different bulk-solution-flow velocities. 
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Fig. 11. The factor (k,, -k,,ll)k,,,l is plotted us D,,A,v,,,/xY,, for a hydrogen-evolving nickel electrode in 
1 M KOH and at 298K and a bulk-solution-flow velocity of O.fZms-‘. 

5.3.2. Hydrogen-evolving electrode. From the 
kfi/iH curves and k at various u,, it follows that in 
the range of very’*& i 
increases from kl,lj 

“, viz <O.O2kAm-‘, kJi 
at current densities iH where no 

bubble formation takes place, to a much higher value 
than kfzJi at it., z 0.02 kAm- ‘. The increase of k,i with 
increasmg iH is much lower and is proportional to jH 
(Fig. 9). This increment is caused either by a stronger 
flow of solution near the electrode surface or an 
increasing effect of solution refreshment at the elec- 
trode surface or by both. 

In the following discussion, it is assumed that it is 
only this refreshment mechanism that determines the 
increment of k,. 

In the range of current densities i, where kfi 
-= Jk,,i, it* is assumed, in the case of the oxygen- 

evolving electrode, that the rate of mass transfer 
coefficient for the hydrogen-evolving electrode is given 
by Equation (16). 

For hydrogen-evolving electrodes it has been found 
that k, p is clearly higher than kjvli in the investigated 
range of solution flow velocities. This result can be 
explained by the formation of a curtain of rising 
bubbles near the electrode surface and by slipping 
bubbles attached to the electrode surface. 

In the range of very low current densities both 
phenomena cause a hydrodynamic flow of the solution 
enhancing the mass transfer near the electrode surface. 

To elucidate the contribution of the refreshment 
mechanism to mass transfer, it is preferred to use k, 
instead of k,. 

In Fig. 11 the difference +,ik_.li -kz,fj (Fig. 9) is 
plotted us D,A, v,&cV, (Figs 5 and 7) for a hydrogen- 
evolving electrode at v, = 8.12m s-l, where RSd 
= 3Vd/4A,,,~B,b = ~,u~andv~at 298Kis 1.268 x lOA 
iHmsK1 where iH is given in kA m-‘. The slope of the 
straight line drawn in Fig. 11 is equal to adH = 0.14. 

This value of ad,H is low and indicates low effectiveness 
of the refreshment mechanism for the hydrogen- 
evolving electrode. If the hydrodynamic mechanism 
also contributes to the increment of the mass transfer 
coefficient at us = O.l2ms-‘, the factor adsH has then 
to be smaller than 0.14. In this case, the effectiveness of 
the refreshment mechanism becomes still lower. 
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